
“Everyone is doing badly.” So says David Lewis, executive secretary of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF),

the global body tasked with monitoring countries’ AML/CFT efforts. Lewis’ picture is not a jolly one. Speaking to

the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists last month he commented: “We have some way to go to

get global political support for anti-money laundering measures as a good thing, in their own right, rather than

just to avoid a bad report.”

 

While Lewis was talking about governments frantically implementing measures before the FATF pays them a

visit, only to drop them equally quickly, his criticisms seem equally valid for the private sector. Evidence

suggests that too often financial crime is seen a problem exclusively for compliance departments, a back office

tick box exercise with little input from senior management. 

 
Even with heinous crimes such as modern slavery, the engagement of the financial sector is still limited. Next

week Themis will publish our initial findings, based on a collaboration with the UK’s Anti-Slavery Commissioner

and the Tribe Foundation, revealing a significant number of senior financial services professionals do not see

the issue as affecting them, despite the evidence of criminal gangs using the financial system to launder their

profits.

 

There are signs though that the global pandemic may prompt a re-evaluation on financial crime. In May the

European Commission announced a new action plan to counter terrorist financing and money laundering. The

plans mooted include a new EU wide regulator and a single rulebook for member states. The UK is also

stepping up its plans to counter financial crime with the Financial Conduct Authority issuing its new business

plan, imposing even greater scrutiny in the wake of the Covid threat.

 

These measures will undoubtedly help in the battle against financial crime, the transnational nature of the

problem means that other countries and financial services businesses will need to follow suit. As Lewis

comments: “Criminals operate without regard to borders and firms operate across borders. I think it’s time that

FATF started looking at the system as a whole, globally.”
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Meanwhile, a former employee of Coutts private bank is standing trial in Switzerland for allegedly breaking

money-laundering laws. They are accused of letting more than $700 million pass to an account belonging to

the alleged mastermind of the billion dollar corruption scandal (1MDB), Jho Low. He denies any wrongdoing

(Bloomberg). For an insight into the scandal listen to our podcast or read our briefing note on an event we

hosted in July with the journalist and author Bradley Hope who uncovered the story.

 

In the UK, a retired detective is pointing the finger of blame for a spike in drugs trade and violent crime at

‘money services businesses’ - or MSBs - in London. Following recent sweeping changes to UK banking

regulations, dirty money has been pushed outside the official system – with money launderers and criminals

now looking to remittance and foreign exchange shops to deposit and move profits. It’s alleged one money

service shop in the capital – closed by police last year - laundered £310 million in just one year, using the

funds to procure bulk cocaine. (Politico)

MONEY LAUNDERING
 
THE WORLD’S DIRTY MONEY BY NUMBERS, IN COURT AND
ON THE HIGH STREET…
Against the backdrop of the EU’s ‘dirty money’ action plan, there are allegations that 99% of criminal proceeds

still escape control in Europe. Let’s take a closer look at the statistics, as reported by Politico:

The potential total size of money laundering worldwide in

2020 (The U.N.’s Office on Drugs and Crime estimates global

money laundering to correspond to 2-5% of global GDP)

Themis are delighted to welcome

Azrie Affendie as our latest financial

crime analyst to join the team.  An

Economics graduate who has

previously worked for National Bank

of Egypt,  he is focussing on

analysis of our Financial Crime

Survey and plays an integral part on

the research into Modern Slavery

and Human Trafficking. 

THEMIS ON MONEY LAUNDERING

$4.5 

trillion?

The percentage of the EU28’s GDP that was estimated to have

been generated in illicit markets in 2010 (Transcrime Institute

research, 2015)
0.9%

The percentage of estimated criminal proceeds in the EU that

is not confiscated and remains at the disposal of criminals

(Europol report, 2016)

98.9%

The UN estimates that 2-5% of global GDP is laundered. More

types of companies and advisors are being brought within the

scope of AML regulations as law makers try to keep up with the

money launderers and those who finance terrorism. For example

the implementation of the EU’s 5th Anti-money laundering

directive in the UK has bought crypto asset exchange providers,

custodian wallet providers, high value art market participants

and high value property letting agent into scope.

 

 

THEMIS WELCOMES...

Themis helps firms bolster their work to combat

money laundering and ensure their compliance

with AML regulations. Please contact

henry.williams@themisservices.co.uk for more

information.
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Last week Themis released our hotly

anticipated online learning tool Themis

Knowledge: Bribery and Corruption, and a

briefing note Corruption in the UK.  

 

 

BRIBERY & CORRUPTION
 
PROFITING FROM MISERY, BRITISH FIRMS BLACKLISTED &
MALAYSIAN MINISTER'S ACQUITTAL

Meanwhile in Ukraine, more than 700 British firms have been blacklisted for suspicious

activity. An analysis of Ukrainian government public records by openDemocracy, has

allegedly revealed how often UK corporate entities – used to conceal ownership, avoid

tax and make illicit payments - are being red-flagged by the country. Anti-corruption

campaigners say this type of abuse is helping keep Ukraine poor. (openDemocracy)

According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, up to 25 per cent of global

procurement funding is lost to corruption. It’s feared that a major obstacle to effective

COVID-19 responses in Africa (other than weak healthcare systems and a lack of

equipment) is widespread corruption. As the international community helps Africa fight

the pandemic, with the IMF suspending many debt payments and the $12 billion support

for developing countries from World Bank Group, it’s feared the efforts to respond to

the urgent needs of people will be undermined by ‘profiting from their misery’. (Project

Syndicate)

And in China, the number of corruption-convictions nearly doubled last year, according

to a report by Beijing’s top prosecutor, as President Xi Jingping ramps up his

crackdown. It states that 18,585 people were prosecuted for crimes relating to

corruption just last year; that’s a 90 per cent year-on-year increase. (Japan Times)

THEMIS ON BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION

If you would like a demonstration on our new e-learning module on

bribery and corruption, or to find out more about membership

please contact Viri Chauhan on viri.chauhan@themisservices.co.uk.

Themis recently conducted an internal webinar for the global staff for one of our

corporate members entitled Covid-19 Corruption risk, for which we had speakers from

Transparency International and Accountability Lab.  Get in touch to find out more.

Both available

here.

 

https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/dark-money-investigations/revealed-more-700-british-firms-blacklisted-ukraine-suspicious-activity/
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https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/05/26/asia-pacific/crime-legal-asia-pacific/corruption-convictions-double-china/#.XtOFq8B7leV
http://www.themimsservices.co.uk/members-area


The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been

around now for two years. At its inception, it promised

unprecedented fines for data protection violations: 20 million

euros or 4 per cent of a company’s annual worldwide revenue

(whichever is greater). And yet, on its second anniversary, the

EU had only handed out two fines to Silicon Valley tech giants:

to a local subsidiary of Facebook in Germany and Google in

France. Industry watchdogs, however, say more moves are

coming; all eyes it seems are on Ireland, the nominated

regulator for Apple, Facebook, Google and Twitter, among

other tech giants. (CNet)

 

In other news, China has urged US officials to undo new

sanctions against more than 30 firms. The US Department of

Commerce blacklisted the Chinese firms and government

enterprises due to alleged links to military activities and human

rights abuses. China’s Foreign Ministry spokesperson has called

on the US to ‘stop interfering’ in its internal affairs. (New York

Post)

 

Iranian tankers have sailed into Venezuelan waters, defying US

sanctions on both countries. Despite its oil wealth, Venezuela is

experiencing severe fuel shortages; the collapse of its economy

and US sanctions has nearly destroyed its refining capabilities.

Iran has agreed to send the country more than one and a half

million barrels of gasoline. The US sanctions are allegedly part

of an effort to oust the Venezuelan President, Nicolás Maduro.

(Washington Post)

Themis  are delighted to launch the Themis Book Club for our members where

we regularly review books and research papers from the world of financial

crime. This is now available on our Members Portal.  Want to submit a book

review? What are your favourite financial crime related reads for the summer?

Are there any particular authors you would like to hear from? We would love to

hear from you. Get in touch.
 
Our book of the month is 'TREASURE ISLANDS: Tax Havens and the men who

stole the world; by Nicholas Shaxon.  Shaxson’s commentary on the offshore

system helps shine a bright light onto the various dark crevices littered

throughout the realm of financial loopholes and the plethora of misdoings of the

wealthy elite.

SANCTIONS
 
GDPR FINES FAIL TO MATERIALISE,
PLUS US SANCTIONS BACKLASH

THEMIS BOOK CLUB

TAX EVASION
 
The European Commission has

launched legal actions against

Luxembourg over laws to prevent

money laundering and tax avoidance.

It says that Luxembourg is not yet

fully applying new EU rules to set up

scrutiny of financial assets controlled

by politicians and companies’ owners.

In a separate legal action, the EU

executive arm urged the grand duchy

to change a law that allows

companies to cut their tax burden

beyond what is permitted under EU

rules, as it leads to reduced tax

revenues in other EU states. (Al

Jazeera).

 

The IRS has requested help from

independent consultants to crack

down on cryptocurrency tax non-

compliance. It’s part of an effort to

provide the IRS with industry

expertise so it can identify and pursue

cases where taxpayers’ reporting of

digital assets is inconsistent with their

actual cryptocurrency transactions.

Experts say the message is clear: the

IRS is planning to significantly

increase the volume and scrutiny of

cryptocurrency audits. (Forbes)
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UK: cybercriminals linked to Russia and Iran have allegedly stolen hundreds of medical trial records in

Britain from a lab fighting COVID-19 (Daily Mail).

US: a Nigerian crime ring has siphoned millions of dollars from US employment programmes amid

COVID-19 shutdowns (Business Insider).

Norway: hackers have conned state-owned Norwegian investment fund out of $10 million through an

email scam (teiss).

India: the personal details of more than 29 million Indian jobseekers have been posted to a dark web

site, with free access to anyone (Info Security).

COVID/CYBER WRAP 

First the unexpected and devastating spread of COVID-19 pandemic and now

experts warn another silent enemy could strike soon, in the form of a

massive cyberattack. With the fight against hackers lower on the priority list

than normal, and with compromised IT security due to hundreds of millions of

people working remotely, some are calling it a ‘dream come true for

cybercriminals’. Every new device is a gateway where hackers can exploit

vulnerabilities and gain access to entire networks. Organisations are being

advised to strengthen their virtual defences, to fend off the possibility of the

largest cyberattack in history. (Forbes)

 

EasyJet is one such organisation that has fallen victim recently. It admitted

that a ‘highly sophisticated cyberattack’ affected approximately nine million

customers, with access to email and travel information, and in some cases

credit card details. EasyJet believes the hackers were after its intellectual

property, rather than data that could be used in identity theft. (BBC)

CYBER CRIME
 
COULD THE WORLD’S LARGEST EVER
CYBER ATTACK BE ON ITS WAY?

Themis have released some helpful webinars that give our network practical advice on how to

protect your business.  In case you missed these, recordings are available to all here. We can help

you perform an independent review of your fin crime and cyber controls. Find out more about our

remote health checks click here or contact Sandeep on sandeep.sroa@themisservices.co.uk.

As technology develops to push autonomous vehicles (AVs) further into our

lives, one of the largest safety risks is cyber terrorism and crime. Last year,

the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) gave particular

attention to AVs, and how to ensure passenger safety is a priority in the event

of a cyberattack. Cyber security evaluations are expected to become a key

aspect of every MOT test in the future. (Fleet Point)

CYBER TERRORISM
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T H E M I S

This month’s newsletter is brought to you with support from Dow Jones. Dow Jones Risk &

Compliance is a global provider of data, technology solutions and due diligence services

for regulatory compliance and third-party risk management. For enquiries email

risk@dowjones.com.
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The Gambling Commission

has recently imposed a

number of large fines for big

companies for failures in

checks for sources of

income from some

particularly high rollers; how

are gambling firms currently

tackling this issue?

 

Answered by Themis

Member, Inger Jackobsen,

AML Officer for William Hill.

 

Members can

#continuetheconversation

on the Themis Senate.

Themis Senate Question

PODCASTS

T H E M I S

Grab your chips, we are about to talk about the elephant in

the room, Financial Crime Compliance, in land based casinos

and digital gaming. 
 

In this podcast  Sandeep Sroa, Associate Director of Themis Services, talks to Josie

Preston, Head of AML of Ritz Club, Knightsbridge, London. We talk about Financial

Crime Compliance and the impact to land based and digital gaming. Covid-19 has shut

down the world, including land based casino's. Gaming customers are now more likely

to be playing online as an alternative, however, does iGaming have the controls,

governance, defence capabilities to ensure money laundering is kept at bay? Find out

more in this exclusive interview.  Listen here.

Is Financial Crime Compliance

treated like a roll of the Dice?

Sandeep Sroa

Associate Director, 

Themis

Josie Preston

Head of AML, 

Ritz Club, London

We are delighted to announce a new sponsor for our Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking

Research commissioned by the UK's Independent Anti Slavery Commissioner and in

partnership with the Tribe Freedom Foundation.  Find out more here.
 

 

RedCompass Labs is part of RedCompass, a niche financial consultancy and services company focussed on helping major

banks solve their most challenging problems within payments, financial crime and strategic transformation.  In 2019, after 18

months of research RedCompass Labs, launched the RedFlag Accelerator, a free-to-use data model that enables banks and

financial institutions to accelerate the search of modern slavery and human trafficking traces in their organisations.
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